SHURFLO' ACCUMULATOR TANK: MODEL 182

The SHURFLO Accumulator tank is a bladder type pressure storage vessel and/or pulsation-dampening device designed
to hold water under pressure. The accumulator tank provides additional water storage to assist the pump in meeting the
total demands of the system. It extends pressure switch-controlled pump life by reducing pump on-off pulsation.

iM•UGU
In order to meet Federal Regulation 49CFR for the Transportation of Hazardous Substances:
•
•

ALL ACCUMULATOR TANKS ARE SHIPPED WITH NO PRE-CHARGE PRESSURE ( 0 PSI )
ACCUMULATOR TANKS MUST BE PRE-CHARGED BEFORE USE

NOTES

I Drain pressure to O psi [Obar] pressure
For long-term storage, shipping, or during
system non-use.

I

It is recommended the pre-charge be

checked seasonally, or any time the accumulator does not appear to be functioning properly. Temperature extremes
and changes in altitude can affect accumulator pressure and performance. Use
a standard tire pressure gauge to check
the pressure. The valve stem cap MUST
be tight to prevent air leakage.

I

The accumulator may be placed

The accumulator contributes to longer
pump life, less noise, less amperage
draw, and reduced water pulsation. The

to the pump or system. The ports are
nondirectional in flow and do not have
to be plumbed in line (one side can be
capped).

I The accumulator can be mounted in
any position. However, for complete
sanitizing/winterizing, the recommended mounting position is with pre-charge
valve stem up. Do not freeze or mount
near a high heat source.

I Threaded fittings (plastic/nylon only)
should be torqued approximately 1/2
to 1 turn after hand-tightened. Never

anywhere in the pressurized side of
the plumbing-:-Tt should be installed
after the pump and before any filters or

exceed 6Jt._::_lbs. [88 Nm] of torque on
the ports. Plumb the system using high
pressure (2x pump rating), braided, flex -

check valves that can add backpressure

ible tubing to minimize vibration/noise.

most efficient use of the accumulator
occurs with the pre-charge set at the
SAME pressure as the pump's pressure
switch "turn on" setting. Typically, a 45
psi [3 bar] pump will turn on around 30
psi [2.07 bar]. Therefore, the pre-charge
should also be 30 psi [2.07 bar]. The
pre-charge MUST be set in a "static"
condition (pump off and at least one
water fixture opened).
Depending_ on pre-charge_p__ressure_ to _
the accumulator, in relation to the pump
turn on/off pressures, stored liquid is
about 2 to 4 oz. [60-120 ml]. If accumulator tank pre-charge exceeds pump
turn on pressure, the liquid volume is
reduced.

Typical Accumulator Installations

Accumulator installed next

W'-14/
NPSM
Ports

In-line installation: Screw included fittings on
tank and cut Y," flex line on outlet side of pump.
Use hose clamps to tighten hose to fittings.

Accumulator lns1allad In-line

Tee installation: Water does not need to go
through accumulator. Cap one end of tank and
install as shown. Tank still adds pressurized
volume to svstem.

Dual swivel included
in retail pack.

182 Accumulator
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum Working Pressure:
Pre-Charge Pressure:
Total Volume: (gas/liquid):
Temperature Range:
Diameter:
Length:
Listings:
Housing Material:
Bladder Material:
Ports:
Mounting Bracket:

125 psi [8.6 bar]

ACCUMULATORS ARE SHIPPED WITH OPSI [ 0 Bar]. Must be charged before use.
21 oz. [620 ml]
34-1200 F [1-4911JC]
3 3/4" [95 mm]
8 3/4" [22 cm]
CSA & NSF listed
Nylon
Butyl
1/2-14NPSM-Male
Two 7/32" [5.3 mm] holes at 4-1/16" [103 mm] centerline apart

WATER HAMMER APPLICATIONS

WINTERIZING

TROUBLESHOOTING

When used as a dampening device/
water hammer or noise suppressor, the
pre-charge should be set at the operating (dynamic) pressure. Place a gauge
in the offending plumbing where the
accumulator can be mounted. Adjust the
valve so the noise is generated and read
the pressure. Set the pre-charge to the
observed pressure, remove the gauge,
and install the accumulator.

To winterize, drain all water from the
system. Blow system out with lowpressure air, or add potable water
anti-freeze. NEVER use automotive antifreeze. Death or severe injury can occur.

DOES NOT FUNCTION; PUMP CYCLES
RAPIDLY

Check air pressure. Add or remove air
as necessary.
WATER LEAKS FROM VALVE

TESTING AIR PRESSURE

Check air pressure with pump off and
one or more faucets open [no water
pressure in the system]. Adjust pressure as needed. If unit leaks water from
air valve or does not hold pressure, unit
must be replaced.
NOTE: There are no replacement parts
or kits for this accumulator. If it is
not working, it must be removed or
replaced.

Diaphragm is torn or has a hole. Replace accumulator.
DOES NOT HOLD AIR PRESSURE

Screws loose, air valve, torn/hole in
diaphragm. Replace accumulator.
LEAKS FROM FITIINGS OR PORTS

Check fitting connection. Ports must
seal on internal port taper,
Ports should not be sealed on threads
with NPT fittings
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(800) 854-3218
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All Pentair trademarks and logos are owned by Pentair, Inc. All other brand or product names are trademarks or registered marks of
their respective owners. Because we are continuously improving our products and services, Pentair reserves the right to change
specifications without prior notice. Pentair is an equal opportunity employer.
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